Due to the rapidly changing information technology environment and the spread of mobile devices, there has been a sudden increase in demand for reading files of various formats managed in the existing system on the mobile. However, the electronic files being managed in the existing operating system have a wide variety of shape and platform; thus reading them on a smart device has its limits. Therefore, this paper proposed designing and establishing a Smart Data Hub System, which provides the information service of a smart foundation, by automatically converting electronic document files being circulated in a variety of electronic document management systems into universally-supported formats (PDFs, ePub), in order to use them in smart devices. This system includes categorization of documents, XML conversion, and the security of electronic documents.
Introduction
Presently, government and research institutions, as well as the private sector, are producing and managing electronic documents in various EDMSs (Electronic Document Management Systems) for better efficiency of tasks. However, it is difficult in practice to support a variety of devices and platforms, such as smart devices, in the rapidly changing Information and Communication Technology (ICT) environment. Therefore, there is a need to focus all existing electronic documents of various formats into the core, and establish a system that is able to perform universal format conversions, and store and distribute the converted files, in order for them to be used in smart devices. We have established a platform that can automatically convert electronic documents that are produced and managed in various EDMS into a universal file format, which is called the Smart Data Hub System. According to the movement of the information service environment from the existing PC base to smart device, the demand for information reading that supports relevant platforms will increase, and in order to realize these information services, establishment of an infra is required that distributes and manages existing electronic document files [1, 2] .
Currently, a national public organization provides information, such as publication, reports and policy reports, by posting them on a dedicated web site. In most cases, the web site is structured into several categories, such as history, culture, art, tours, administration, books, etc. It is implemented based on the web, so it cannot support mobile devices using electronic files. This is because the web site has been developed without support for varied mobile platforms. Moreover, the web site usually provides only plug-ins for Internet Explorer, which means that scalability of the web site has not been properly taken into account. Though the objective of the system is to share and utilize electronic files by general users, the service has restrictions on retrieving information only within a specific system environment. Therefore, additional customization is required to deliver the information to devices using various mobile platforms and browsers. As the use of mobile web and mobile apps increases, it is true that some of the systems have been modified and maintained to meet changing needs. However, such customization is considered ineffective, because the number of target systems is large, and the cost high.
In this paper, we proposed a Smart Data Hub System which collects data from various document management systems, automatically converts them to a universal file format, and supports a variety of platforms to support the application and sharing of public information. Furthermore, this system focuses electronic documents to the relevant system, to flexibly counter the rapidly changing ICT environment.
A structural diagram of the Smart Data Hub System is shown in Figure 1 . The Smart Data Hub System is designed to collect, convert and classify electronic files that have been generated and managed by existing EDMSs. The Smart Data Hub System is equipped with hardware, including web server and storage, and software, including PDF conversion solution and Contents Management System (CMS). A smart app enables the user to access the Smart Data Hub System remotely, and to retrieve and use the files through the Smart Data Hub System. The Time Stamp System provides the function to issue digital signature based time stamps to PDF files and ePub files that have been converted in SDHS. In terms of service management, it supports user authentication and system control capability in administrator mode, as most information systems basically do. Lastly, electronic publishing generates an ePub formatted file associated with an existing PDF formatted file via the smart data hub system, and distributes the files.
The function of the smart data hub system can be divided into security, registration, management and electronic publishing. The registration plays the role of collecting and classifying electronic files generated and managed by each information system. The security function is enhanced by applying a time stamp authority, based on digital signature, in addition to user and data authentication. The management function includes administrator and user registration, and system control function. Finally, electronic publishing is composed of the ePub generating function and sign up function. In this case, ePub format is widely used for smart devices.
Smart Data Hub System Establishment

The information service process of Smart Data Hub System
Hardware, middleware and application are required to implement the Smart Data Hub System. The system is equipped with a process that is capable of receiving information data sent by existing groupware, web site providing information service and archive system, and distributing those data to the smart devices. The process of information service operated by the Smart Data Hub System is presented in Figure 2 . Classification -This is a process to select information to be provided by the Smart Data Hub System. In this process, the Smart Data Hub System selects and classifies the information resources maintained by EDMSs. The information resources still exist in varied formats. In order to classify information properly, the classifying function often needs to be attached to the system, or a batch -processing module needs to be installed if necessary [3] .
Transfer -This is a process to transfer information data selected in the classification process to the Smart Data Hub System.
Convert -This is a process to convert the format of information data sent by each EDMS to the format supported by smart terminals. Two desired formats are PDF, which is a format basically supported by a wide range of terminals, and ePub, which is an image-based format.
Distribute -This is a process to distribute the converted files to PDF and ePub format to smart terminals. In this process, dedicated applications developed on iOS and Android platforms are provided.
The proposed Smart Data Hub System has similar components to a general information system. The core technologies to be requested to construct the Smart Data Hub System include server development, and user applications performed on smart terminals.
Time Stamp Authority System
Digital Rights Management (DRM) is a technology that protects and copyrights the contents, and permits the use of digital contents only by authorized users. However, the use of DRM is not suitable for the objective of the Smart Data Hub System because limitation of the use of information ultimately inhibits the distribution of information.
As an alternative to information distribution, therefore, this paper proposes to apply a time stamp authority system, based on digital signature. This system enables the user to verify time of data generation or originality of data, by using a time stamp token in the process of generation, distribution, storing and management of data. The time stamp token can be created by combining electronic document and specific time.
The Time Stamp Authority System is a technique that does not control the reading or distribution of electronic documents, and can differentiate electronic document creation time and forge/falsification status. The Time Stamp Authority is a service providing electronic messages containing the trustworthy time of issuance, based on digital signature using trusted third party (TTP) [4, 5] . Upon completion of file conversion, which is done by a file conversion server located in the Smart Data Hub System, the time stamp token is created by binding time information to the hash of the electronic document, and is then attached to the document. A schematic of the time stamp authority system is presented in Figure 3 . . It is used in system such as tax-related public institutions. Therefore, as proposed in this paper, a trust-based mobile service can be built.
The TSA system consists of Time Authority server (TA), Time Stamp Authority server (TSA), and Trusted Third Party (TTP) authorizing TSA. In this case, Certificate Authority (CA) applied in the Smart Data Hub System uses private CA, instead of public CA. Thus, the Smart Data Hub System requests the TSA system to issue a time stamp token for a PDF and ePub formatted file. Then the time stamp token is attached to the associated file. With a time stamp token, the token verification procedure can be carried out when the service response is received (at any later time), in order to verify the time of the data and integrity of data. Token verification contains the procedure to verify if the time token is correctly issued by TSA.
Time Stamp Token verification used in the Smart Data Hub System has been implemented based on Archive Token Verification [7] . Furthermore, time stamp verification has been developed, enabling the user to visually check it via smart device. Time Stamp-linked Agent software is installed on the Smart Data Hub System, and requests TSA issuance. After the request is processed, a Time Stamp visible token is inserted in the relevant file. For future inspections of forge/falsification of relevant files, separate software for plug-in verification is provided. The Detail Time Stamp issuance and inspection process are as in Figure 4 . From an information distribution aspect, the existing DRM is not suitable for purposes of sharing information files to a variety of users. Therefore, this system inserts the issuance point and electronic signature of the institution that issued electronic files, and represents them visibly, to fulfill a safe document distribution process. Safe electronic document distribution can be supported by implementing a visible pointconfirmation skill that is operated in various devices.
Electronic Publishing
According to the change in user environment from PC to mobile, the demand for contents that are desired to be used has suddenly increased, and this has led to an expansion of platforms and application markets, which provide a diverse collection of mobile electronic books. However, content deficiency and insufficient general/exclusive device supply are acting as obstacles that block the way to market formation. These factors are due to a collision of various DRM used by the developers for security of electronic file formats supported by the mobile. There are a wide range of solutions converting files in various formats (ppt, xls, hwp, doc, etc.) to PDF formatted files.
Researches concerning mobile electronic book viewers of various eBook formats are lively, but most of them are platform-dependent; therefore, it is difficult to solve problems such as viewer, memory usage, screen rendering speed, frequent system updates, and compatibility. Researches about eBook viewer production using a platform-independent web skill in order to solve these problems are under way, but the DRM skills of every eBook are acting as an obstacle [8] . A Smart Data Hub System can solve these problems, because it realizes a web-based mobile app, and an electronic signature-based Time Stamp skill is applied to the security domain, which allows supplementation of incompatibility due to various DRM skills.
The file converting server of the Smart Data Hub System is made to form PDF and ePub formats, and electronic signature-based Time Stamp is inserted into the produced PDF and ePub, to be made visible to the web-based mobile app. However, the ePub function is not perfect, because it is image-based, but it was created for reading purposes. Future researches on OCR skills to recognize PDF texts and convert the recognized texts to ePub, as well as an algorithm distinguishing the inserted image and text are additionally needed.
Conclusion
As the use of smart devices, such as tablets, has been rapidly increasing, the lack of contents used by these devices is obvious. Hence, it is essential to complement the existing system, by adding an additional function to allow them to utilize currently accumulated informative data in smart devices. For this purpose, customizing existing systems like EDMS requires high cost and much time, since the systems have different structures, with various complexities. Therefore, this paper has proposed the design and implementation of a Smart Data Hub System that collects and manages informative data generated by various types of EDMSs. Additionally, the proposed Smart Data Hub System is designed to automatically convert the files in various formats to files in smart device-supported format. In the future, the system is required to be complemented by applying an ePub generating module with OCR technology, and an algorithm distinguishing images and text of electronic files.
